Your Photo on a mug, jug, plate or teapot - or on all of them
The better your photo the better our painting. You may already have photos you want us to use but could
you just check against this list. It’s ranked in order of importance
•

•

The eyes – the paintings that get the best feedback and seem to have the most impact are the ones
where the pet or animal is looking at you or in your direction, the eyes are sharp and in focus and
there is catchlight in the eyes.
Detail – painting just a head will give more detail and possibly capture more of the essence of your
pet. Whether it is just the head or the whole body we replicate what we see, therefore this is what
you will get on your product

This was easy to work from – in focus, particulary the eyes and excellent catch light

This was easy to work from – in focus, particulary
the eyes and excellent catch light

This was the result

To achieve photos like this you might need some help. Get down at their level, if necessary, have someone
hold them. This spaniel sat and was looking at something behind me but looking directly at me would have
been fine. If there is a person behind we can work around. The same applies to the bum shot – which
actually we find more difficult. Again get someone else involved, if it’s a dog have them walk away from
you but be down at their level so you just get the bum, tail – if there is one and maybe ears

You can see here how low I got

This is the result. I added the ears

Send us a few pictures you are happy with – indicate in the text on the upload page which ones you like
most. We will have a look and come back to you before we start.
Upload your photos on this link https://chloecoxoriginals.co.uk/photo-uploads/ Please tell us the project
name you gave when you placed your order or the name on the order so that we can find it
Any issues you can call Chloe on 07768 742616

